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Abstract

The dissociation of CO2 to CO is used in a solar-fuel cycle for storing renewable energy in
value-added hydrocarbons. The aim of this study is gaining a better understanding of the gas
heating and the heat transfer from gas to the reactor wall in a CO2 discharge. A pulsed wave
plasma in a dielectric-barrier discharge (DBD, 70 × 28 mm area, 3 mm gap, 1 mm two-sided
quartz dielectric) in CO2 is used for this purpose. A Raman spectrometer is extended to be able
to time-dependently measure the gas temperature in a DBD. A thermal model is developed to
describe the heating during the plasma pulse, and the cooling down of the gas in the plasma off
time.

Raman spectroscopy is used to in situ determine the rotational temperature of CO2 at sub-
atmospheric pressure. The rotational temperature in the conditions under study is equivalent to
the gas temperature. The Raman spectrometer consist of a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 50 mJ/pulse,
10 Hz) that is focused into the center of the reactor. A key element for determining an accurate
rotational Raman spectrum is a volume Bragg grating for filtering out Rayleigh scattering and
stray light at the central laser wavelength. The volume Bragg grating blocks up to four orders
of magnitude with a full width at half maximum of 0.20 nm ≡ 7.0 cm−1. After intensity
improvement, the rotational temperature can be determined with an accuracy of 1 – 3% at
atmospheric pressure in an eight-minutes measurement. Time-resolved measurements of the
temperature in the center of the discharge zone are performed in a pulsed wave plasma (50 kHz
AC discharge, 25 kVpp, 10 ms on – 90 ms off). The laser is triggered to the first rising edge of
the plasma pulse to achieve a sub-AC cycle accurate time-resolution.

A zero-dimensional thermal model is developed for the analysis of the experimental measure-
ments. The model takes into account a time-dependent power input as well as heat loss due
to heat conduction to the walls of the reactor. The heat transfer coefficient and the fraction of
power input used for heating the gas are determined from fitting the thermal model with mea-
sured gas temperatures. The influence of the pressure (200 – 1000 mbar), plasma pulse length
(5 – 10 ms), and gas flow rate (0.7 – 1.4 standard liters per minute) on the thermal dynamics
are studied. The gas heating and the heat transfer are generally well-described by the thermal
model for these different variations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. CO2 dissociation for energy storage

Global consumption of energy has tripled since the 1970s [1]. This growth has been made
possible by the use of traditional energy sources as oil, coal, and natural gas. The combustion
of these fossil fuels has given rise to unprecedented levels of emissions of greenhouse gases, such
as carbon dioxide. These high levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are believed to have
irreversible impact on our ecosystem, such as rising sea levels and increased surface temperatures
[2].

Transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy for electricity production would reduce the green-
house gas emissions significantly [2]. Governments worldwide are setting targets for renewable
energy production. For example, the Dutch and German governments aim for respectively 14%
and 35% of renewable energy production by 2020 [3, 4]. Two main and easily scale-able renew-
able energy sources are solar and wind energy. Figure 1.1 shows the electricity demand, as well
as the solar and wind energy production in Germany for the first week of September 2014. Solar
energy is only produced during the day, while wind energy is irregular in nature. However, elec-
tricity demand is still high during the night. This intermittency problem can be solved by the
storage of renewable energy, for use during periods of low renewable energy production.

One of the proposed methods for energy storage is the production of CO2-neutral fuels. Hydro-
carbon fuels are a convenient medium for energy storage because of its relatively high energy
density compared to e.g. batteries [6]. The proposed fuel cycle using the dissociation of CO2

is schematically drawn in figure 1.2. Beginning from the top, the first step in the cycle is the
dissociation of CO2 to CO and O2. The conversion product CO is used in the Fischer-Tropsch
process to create hydrocarbon fuels [7]. The energy that is stored by breaking the chemical bond
between CO and O gets released by combusting the hydrocarbon fuel. The CO2 that is created
in this last step can be reused, making this ideally a CO2-closed loop.

The dissociation of CO2 to CO is the most energy consuming step in this loop. In the 1980s,
scientist achieved high CO2 dissociation efficiencies using a plasma [8]. Recent research showed
that energy efficient dissociation of significant amounts of CO2 is not yet achieved [9]. Funda-
mental research is therefore needed to gain insight in the mechanisms of this process. In this
study, the dissociation of CO2 to CO by means of a plasma process is studied in a dielectric-
barrier discharge. It should be noted that this is not the only method for storing renewable
energy, and that other options for storing renewable energy should be explored to battle the
intermittancy challenge.
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Figure 1.1: Energy demand, solar and wind energy production in Germany begin September 2014. Solar
energy, indicated in yellow, is generated only during the day. The production of wind energy, depicted
by the blue curve, is irregular in time. The red line indicates the energy demand. Data taken from [5].
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Figure 1.2: A schematic overview of the proposed CO2 fuel cycle [10]. In this cycle, CO2 is dissociated
to CO by means of a plasma process. CO gets converted to hydrocarbons by means of the Fisher-Tropsch
process. The energy used for dissociation is released by burning the hydrocarbon fuel. The cycle is closed
by the creation of CO2 from combusting the fuel.
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1.2. Dielectric-barrier discharge

A plasma is an ionized gas, often referred to as the fourth state of matter [11]. In a plasma there
are generally atoms, molecules, radicals, free electrons and excited species found. The plasma
used in this study is a dielectric-barrier discharge (DBD). A DBD reactor is characterized by
the presence of a dielectric barrier, often placed on one or both of the electrodes. There are
different DBD configurations, three of those are shown in figure 1.3. A pin-to-pin reactor is often
used for the research on single filaments [12]. Historically, cylindrical DBDs have been used for
large scale production of ozone [13]. In this study a parallel-plate configuration is used. The
advantage of a parallel-plate reactor is its accessibility for spectroscopic techniques. Industrial
advantages of DBD reactors are easy scale-ability, the possibility of high throughput, and no
expensive vacuum equipment is needed at sub-atmospheric pressure [6].

The dielectric barrier limits the current that can flow through the reactor. An AC voltage
is applied to excite the plasma. In a molecular gas at sub-atmospheric pressure, the DBD is
typically operated in filamentary mode [14]. A filament is a short-lived (<100 ns) plasma-channel
that has a radius of around 100 µm for CO2 [13]. These filaments are randomly distributed on
the surface of the dielectric [15], the volume where filaments occur is called the discharge zone.
A DBD plasma is therefore transient in space and time. An extensive study on the formation
of a plasma filament can be found in [16].

The gas temperature in a DBD is relatively low, due to the transient property of filamentary
discharges [15]. In this so-called non-thermal plasma, different temperatures can be assigned to
the different species, and for example to the vibrational and rotational levels of a molecule. At
low gas temperatures, there is no thermal dissociation of CO2 [6]. By using the non-thermal
property of this plasma, electrons at a higher energy can be used to vibrationally excite a
molecule. Vibrational excited molecules can be used in reactions to dissociate CO2, an essential
parameter for this process is a low gas temperature and a high vibrational temperature [17].
Furthermore, direct electron impact can be used to dissociate CO2.

Figure 1.3: Different configurations of dielectric-barrier discharge reactors. From left to right: pin-to-
pin, cylindrical, and parallel plate configuration [6]. The electrodes are shown in black, the dielectric
barrier in yellow.
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1.3. Aim of this study

The aim of this study is gaining better understanding of the gas heating and the heat transfer
from gas to the reactor wall in a CO2 discharge.

Time-resolved measurements of the gas temperature provide information on the mechanisms of
heat transfer in the gas during and after a plasma pulse. The gas temperature is in situ and
non-intrusively measured using rotational Raman spectroscopy in a dielectric-barrier discharge
in CO2. The rotational temperature is a measure for the gas temperature under certain condi-
tions that are fulfilled in this study. The first version of the Raman spectrometer is developed by
B.L.M. Klarenaar during his Master project [10]. In order to be able to perform time-resolved
measurements of the rotational temperature, the spectrometer had to be extended. The mea-
surements took place in a so called pulsed wave plasma. The AC voltage is applied to the reactor
for only a certain time period repetitively. The heating up during the plasma duration and the
cooling down afterwards is measured accurately.

A zero-dimensional thermal model is developed for the analysis of the experimental data. From
the fitting of the thermal model on the measured temperatures, e.g. the typical time constant
for the gas to cool down after plasma treatment can be determined. This time-constant can be
related to the heat transfer from the gas to the reactor wall. Also, the temperature difference
at the beginning and end of the plasma pulse can be related to the fraction of power that is
converted into heat by comparison by the measured power input. Fourier Transform Infrared
spectroscopy is used to ex situ determine the concentration of CO for the determination of the
dissociation efficiency of CO2 to CO.

1.4. Outline

The report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an overview on laser scattering on a plasma is
presented, focused on rotational Raman scattering. The three main elements of the experimental
setup are described in Chapter 3, starting with the DBD reactor. The Raman spectrometer and
the plasma process stability are described thereafter. The processing of data resulting from
the experiments with the Raman spectrometer and the FTIR spectrometer are described in
Chapter 4. A thermal model is developed that describes the temperature evolution in a pulsed
wave plasma, this model is presented in Chapter 5. The experimental results and a discussion are
described in Chapter 6. The conclusion and suggestions for future research are shown in Chapter
7. References, a list of used symbols and the appendices are followed after the conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Laser scattering

Various scattering phenomena occur when a laser photon interacts with an ionized gas. Gener-
ally, the intensity of scattered light Pλ is defined by: [18]

Pλ = PlL∆Ωn
∂σ

∂Ω
Sλ, (2.1)

with Pl the laser intensity, L the length of the detection volume, ∆Ω the solid detection angle,
n the number density of the scattered molecule, ∂σ

∂Ω the differential scattering cross section
per molecule and Sλ the spectral broadening factor. The first three terms are independent on
the type of scattering, but are solely dependent on the measurement setup and are therefore
substituted by C: [18]

Pλ = Cn
∂σ

∂Ω
Sλ. (2.2)

In this chapter, the scattering mechanisms are introduced that are relevant for light scattering
in a plasma starting with a brief description of Rayleigh and Thomson scattering. Thereafter,
Raman scattering is explained in detail.

2.1. Scattering phenomena in a plasma

Rayleigh scattering is the elastic scattering of radiation of a scattering center, such as atoms and
molecules, that are much smaller than the wavelength of the incoming radiation. The radiation
originates from an induced electric dipole moment by the incident radiation and depends on
the polarizability of the molecule [18]. The central wavelength of Doppler-broadened Rayleigh
scattering is equal to the wavelength of the incoming radiation.

Thomson scattering is the elastic scattering of photons with free electrons. The scattered signal
is Doppler broadening due the velocity of the electrons, see figure 2.2. In case of perpendicular
scattering the Gaussian broadening can be related to the electron temperature. In a DBD
reactor free electrons are mainly present in the micro-discharges. The voltage pulse set on the
reactor is typically 50 kHz, hence an AC cycle lasts 20 µs. During a half cycle, there are multiple
discharge during a period of about 4 µs [20]. The typical radius of such a discharge channel
is 100 µm in CO2 and exists for several nanoseconds [14]. The probability that a discharge
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Energy

Figure 2.1: Scattering spectrum for a CO2 gas to illustrate the different scattering mechanisms. In this
calculation, Rayleigh, Thomson, and Raman scattering are shown [10]. Stray light at the laser frequency
can enhance the Rayleigh peak. Note: Thomson scattering is made three order larger than the expected
value based on simulations [19] for illustrative purposes.

temporally and spatially coincides with a laser pulse in the focal point volume 10−3 mm3 is
negligible [10]. Furthermore, simulations by Ponduri et al [19] reported electron densities in a
filament up to 1019 m−3. The electron density needs to be at least three orders of magnitude
higher before the Thomson scattered signal would be indistinguishable from the noise level, if a
Raman measurement would spatially and temporal coincide with a plasma filament.

Concluding, Rayleigh scattering is of importance in this study while Thomson scattering can be
neglected.

2.2. Raman scattering

Raman spectroscopy is a technique that is used to measure the rotational and vibrational modes
of molecular species via inelastically scattered light. The Raman effect is discovered in 1928
by Sir C. V. Raman and his colleague K. S. Krishan and independently by G. Landsberg and
L. Mandelstam [18]. In Raman’s paper [21], he described the Raman effect as ‘a new type
of secondary radiation‘ caused by quantum effects. He noted that CO2 gas is Raman active,
although he had problems with getting enough sunlight on his sample to detect the scattered
light adequately [21].

The obtained Raman spectrum can be seen as a fingerprint of a molecule, since the spectrum
depends on symmetry and chemical bonds. Raman spectroscopy is used in plasma physics to
determine (rotational) temperatures and densities of molecular species. Raman scattering result
from molecules in any phase (solid, liquid, gas). The theory presented in this section is focused
on scattering on gas.

2.2.1. Raman principles

The Raman effect can be described as the absorption of a photon and simultaneous emission of a
photon with a slightly different energy. The difference between Raman and Rayleigh scattering
is shown in figure 2.2. The energy difference is accounted for by a change in the energy state of
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Figure 2.2: Energy diagram depicting elastic Rayleigh and inelastic Raman scattering. In the case of
Rayleigh scattering, the energy state of the molecule and the wavelength of the scattered photon are not
changed. A Raman transition that leaves the molecule in a higher energy state, while the photon loses
energy, is called a Stokes transition. The inverse effect is seen at an anti-Stokes transition.

the molecule induced by the photon absorption and emission. The transition to a higher state
is indicated as Stokes scattering, to a lower state as anti-Stokes scattering.

Raman active energy states are divided into the vibrational levels of a molecule (denoted by the
letter νn, with n = 1, 2, 3) and rotational levels (denoted by the rotational quantum level J).
The polarizability of a molecule indicates if a molecule is Raman active. The polarizability of a
molecule is its ability to be polarized by an external electric field ~E, that results in an induced
electric dipole moment ~P : [18]

~P = α · ~E, (2.3)

with α the symmetric polarizability tensor:

[α] =

αxx αxy αxz

αyx αyy αyz

αzx αzy αzz

. (2.4)

For a molecule to be vibrationally Raman active, the polarizability tensor must have a non-
zero derivative to the vibratonal coordinate. For a molecule to be rotationally Raman active,
the polarizability tensor must have an anisotropy. This is the case if the polarizability of the
molecule depends on the direction of the external electric field with respect to the molecule’s
orientation. The polarizability anisotropy is denoted by γ:

γ2 =
1

2
{(αxx − αyy)2 + (αyy − αzz)2 + (αzz − αxx)2 + 6(α2

xy + α2
yz + α2

zx)}. (2.5)

This study is only concerned with rotational Raman scattering. An elaborate theory on vibra-
tional Raman scattering can be found in [18].

2.2.2. Rotational Raman shift

The energy difference between the final and the initial energy state of a molecule ∆E during a
Raman scattering process is inversely proportional to the energy difference experienced by the
photon involved and is often denoted as the Raman shift. This energy difference ∆E is defined
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as the difference between the energy of the final and the initial states, respectively EJ ′ and EJ .
∆E can be related to the difference in photon energy ∆ν̃ (with ν̃ = λ−1) by: [18]

EJ ′ − EJ = ∆E = hc∆ν̃ = hc(ν̃i − ν̃J→J ′), (2.6)

with h Planck’s constant, ν̃i the energy of the incoming photon in reciprocal centimeters, and
ν̃J→J ′ the Raman shifted outgoing photon.

To a second order approximation, the rotational energy levels of linear molecules in the vibra-
tional ground state are denoted by: [22–24]

EJ ≈ BhcJ(J + 1)−DhcJ2(J + 1)2. (2.7)

Here, D is the corresponding centrifugal distortion constant. B is the rotational constant for
the vibrational ground state defined as: [22]

B =
h

8π2c

〈
1

I0

〉
av

, (2.8)

with 〈1/I0〉av the mean of the reciprocal moment of inertia in the vibrational ground state of the
molecule, which makes the rotational constant a molecular property. The centrifugal distortion
constant D is defined by: [22]

D =
4B3

ω2
, (2.9)

with ω the wavenumber of the harmonic vibrational frequency of the molecule’s vibrational
ground state. For several molecules, the values of the rotational constant B and the centrifugal
distortion constant D are listed in table 2.1.

Not every transition between one rotational state and an arbitrary other rotational state is
allowed. The selection rules for transitions between initial state J and final state J ′ can be
found by evaluating the transition moment for rotational Raman scattering [22] and results in the
selection rule ∆J = J ′−J = ±2 [28]. Stokes scattering is indicated with positive transitions of J ,
anti-Stokes scattering with negative transitions. The expression for the rotational Raman shifted
photon energies results from combining equations (2.6), (2.7) and substituting J ′ = J±2:

ν̃J→J ′ = ν̃i −

 +4B
(
J + 3

2

)
− 6D

(
J + 3

2

) [
1 + 8

6

(
J + 3

2

)2]
Stokes

−4B
(
J − 1

2

)
+ 6D

(
J − 1

2

) [
1 + 8

6

(
J − 1

2

)2]
anti-Stokes.

(2.10)

Table 2.1: Molecular constants for CO2, CO, and O2. The values for B are the average of [25] and
[22]. The CO2 value for D is taken from [26], while the other D values are from [22]. The γ2 values for
an incident laser wavelength of 532 nm are linearly interpolated from measurements that are performed
with wavelengths of 488 nm and 647 nm [25, 27]. The remaining constants are taken from [25].

B D gJ I
γ2

(cm−1) (cm−1) even J odd J (10−82 F2 m4)

CO2 0.3899 1.33× 10−7 1 0 0 4.08
CO 1.931 6.11× 10−6 1 1 0 0.22
O2 1.438 4.84× 10−6 0 1 0 1.02
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It is seen in table 2.1 that D � B, therefore the rotational lines for small values of J are in
general spaced at 4B.

2.2.3. Rotational Raman intensity

The general equation for scattering intensities, equation (2.1), is integrated over all wavelengths
to get the scattering intensity of each Raman peak PJ→J ′ :

PJ→J ′ = CnJ
∂σJ→J ′

∂Ω
, (2.11)

with
∂σJ→J′
∂Ω the differential scattering cross-section for a Raman transition from J to J ′. The

rotational states are assumed to be Maxwellian distributed, such that the number density nJ of
molecules in state J is denoted by: [22]

nJ =
n

Q
ge
− EJ

kBTrot , (2.12)

with n the number density of Raman active molecules, g the degeneracy of state J , EJ the
energy of state J as defined in equation (2.7) and Trot the rotational temperature. The partition
sum Q can be expressed as: [29]

Q =
∑
J

ge
− EJ

kBTrot ≈ (2I + 1)2kBTrot

2Bhc
, (2.13)

with I the nuclear spin quantum number. The degeneracy g is defined as the product of the
nuclear spin degeneracy gJ and the rotational state degeneracy gR:

gR = 2J + 1. (2.14)

Returning to equation (2.11), the differential scattering cross-section is expressed by: [18]

∂σJ→J ′

∂Ω
= (4π)2

(
π

ε0

)2

ΦbJ→J ′ ν̃4
J→J ′ , (2.15)

with ν̃J→J ′ the energy of the scattered photon by equation (2.10). The Placzek-Teller coefficient
bJ→J ′ is defined as: [28]

bJ→J ′ =


3(J+1)(J+2)

2(2J+1)(2J+3) Stokes

3J(J−1)
2(2J+1)(2J−1) anti-Stokes.

(2.16)

Φ is a function of the polarizability of the molecule, the angle between the incident laser beam
and the propagation direction of the scattered photons, and the polarization of the laser beam.
The setup configuration is such that the scattered light is collected at an angle of 90° relative
to the incident laser beam. The laser beam itself is linearly polarized in the vertical direction,
causing the scattered light to be linearly polarized in both the horizontal and vertical direction
perpendicular to the direction of the scattered light. This is schematically shown in figure
2.3. In the measurement there is no distinction made between the two polarization directions.
Therefore, both polarization directions are measured simultaneously, resulting in: [18]

Φ =
7

45
γ2. (2.17)

9
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Figure 2.3: The laser beam is aimed parallel to the y-axis, and is linearly polarized in the z-direction.
The scattered light is collected by a detection branch in the x-direction. The scattered light is polarized
in both the y- and z-direction.

Figure 2.4: The three vibrational states of CO2 [10, 18]. ν1 and ν3 are called the symmetric and
asymmetric stretch states, respectively, and ν2 is named the wagging state.

Here, γ is the polarizability anisotropy of the molecule as described by equation (2.5). For several
molecules, the values of rotational state degeneracy gJ , the nuclear spin quantum number I, and
the value of γ2 for an incident laser wavelength of 532 nm are listed in table 2.1.

2.2.4. Higher vibrational levels of CO2

The theory discussed above describes rotational scattering on the vibrational ground state. Free
electrons in the plasma can cause a molecule to become vibrationally excited. The Raman shift
of scattered photons by rotational Raman scattering within such a vibrationally excited molecule
is in the order of the scattering on the ground levels of the molecule, as described above. In the
case of CO2, the rotational constant B and the centrifugal distortion constant D for these higher
levels are very similar to the ground state with variations often in the third significant number
[26]. Scattering resulting from these states are therefore indistinguishable from the ground state,
with the specifics of the setup used.

The spacing between the Raman peaks is not only dependent on B and D. The gJ values are 1
and 0 for respectively even and odd numbers of J in the vibrational ground state of CO2. The
spacing in this case is therefore equal to 8B instead of the general 4B, see equation (2.10) [22].
Vibrationally excited CO2 can occupy the symmetric, asymmetric and the wagging mode, as
shown in figure 2.4. If molecules populate the vibrational ν2 state, all numbers of J have the
same nuclear spin weighting. Therefore, Raman transitions with an interspacing of 4B (equal
to 1.56 cm−1) are allowed. A CO2 measurement by Brodersen and Brendtsen, see figure 2.5,
shows this small interline spacing [30]. Unfortunately, the experimental setup in this study is
not capable of measuring this phenomenon due to the high spectral resolution needed.

2.2.5. Non-intrusive laser

Before the laser beam can be considered non-intrusive, two conditions should be met. First, the
scattering medium should be optically thin for the laser wavelength. Secondly, the laser beam
should not be ionizing the molecules present in the gas.

10



Figure 2.5: The Stokes transitions of a rotational Raman spectrum of CO2 [30]. The small odd J peaks
in-between the large even J ones belong to molecules that are populating the first excited level of the
vibrational ν2 state [18]. Several peaks are indicated with their J number.

To determine if a medium is optically thin, the amount of light absorbed in the discharge zone
should be relatively small to the incident laser beam. If a laser beam with intensity Ii passes
through a medium of length L, the intensity after the medium IL can be calculated by Beer’s
absorption law: [31]

IL = Iie
−σenL, (2.18)

with n the molecule number density and σe the combined extinction cross-section for absorption
and scattering. The primary molecule in the discharge zone is CO2. The maximum molecule
number density of CO2 used in this study, at 1 atmosphere and room temperature, is 2.7× 1025

m−3. The length L is in the order of 0.1 m. The light that is not transmitted through the
medium is therefore 1− IL/Ii = 3.5×10−6, which is much smaller than one. The absorbed light
is even less than this number, because a part of this light is scattered, predominantly by Rayleigh
scattering. Furthermore, in figure 2.6 an emission spectrum of a CO2 discharge is shown. The
spectrum does not show any major activity in the region around 532 nm. Therefore, this is an
indication that an insignificant number of transitions are resonant with 532 nm. Concluding,
the scattering medium may be considered optically thin.
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Figure 2.6: Optical emission spectrum of a CO2 plasma recorded during a full AC cycle [6]. The
spectrum is dominated by emission features of the A and B states of CO+

2 as indicated in the figure.
There is no major activity around the laser frequency of 532 nm.
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Table 2.2: Laser beam properties. The laser used is a Quanta-Ray GCR-4 in Q-switched mode.

Parameter Value

Wavelength 532 nm
Intensity 50-55 mJ
Pulse length 5-7 ns
FWHM beam 200-400 µm

The ionization energy of CO2 is 13.78 eV [32], the photon energy of a 532 nm photon is 2.33 eV.
Therefore, circa 6 photons are needed to ionize a CO2 molecule. The probability for this process
is small, although high photon densities can be reached by focusing a strong laser. The intensity
If of the laser at the focal point can be expressed as:

If =
Ep

πd2
fτp

, (2.19)

with Ep the energy of the laser pulse, τp the pulse length, and df the diameter of the focal point.
The diameter of the focal point is estimated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
laser spot. The typical FWHM of the laser spot is around 300 µm. The maximum intensity of
the laser spot on the focal point is 8.8× 107 W mm−2, calculated by combining equation (2.19)
and the contents of table 2.2. This value is sufficiently lower than the breakdown intensity
threshold Ibd for CO2 at atmospheric pressure, which is is experimentally determined to be
1.8 × 108 W mm−2 for an incident laser of 532 nm [33]. The breakdown intensity threshold is
an inverse function of the pressure of the gas, measurements below atmospheric pressure need
an even higher laser intensity for breakdown. It can therefore be concluded that there will be
no laser induced gas discharges and that ionization of the gas is unlikely by the setup conditions
as used in this study.

By combining the conclusions that the scattering medium is optically thin and that ionization
by the laser is unlikely, the laser may be considered non-intrusive.

2.2.6. Rotational relaxation

The assumption that the rotational temperature is equal to the gas temperature can be justified
by verifying that the rotational-translational relaxation is much faster than the rate of distur-
bances that induce a rotational excitation. The rotational relaxation time τrot can be calculated
using the collision frequency νcol:

τrot =
Zrot

νcol
= Zrot

µπ

4p
, (2.20)

with µ the viscosity of the gas and p the pressure (≥ 2× 104 Pa). Zrot is the rotational collision
number. The rotational collision number is pressure-independent and can be seen as the number
of collisions that a rotationally excited molecule needs for relaxation. The rotational collision
number is increasing with temperature. As an upper limit for the rotational collision number
at 444 K, Zrot = 3.26 is taken [34]. The viscoscity at 440 K and in the range of 200 – 1000
mbar is 21.5 µPa s [35]. This leads to an upper bound for the relaxation time of 2.8 ns at 200
mbar. The likelihood that a filament in the detection volume coincides in space and time with
a Raman photon is negligible as described in section 2.1. Furthermore, rotational energy levels
are Maxwellian distributed as shown by B.L.M. Klarenaar [10]. These conditions give a good
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indication that a rotational excitation relaxes fast enough for the rotational temperature to be
in equilibrium with the translational temperature.

The assumption of Trot ≈ Tg is hereby validated.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

In this chapter, the two main parts of the experimental setup are described. First, the dielectric-
barrier discharge (DBD) reactor as used in this study is specified. Thereafter, the Raman
spectrometer is explained in detail. The first version of the Raman spectrometer has been built
by Bart Klarenaar during his Master project [10]. The Raman spectrometer is improved during
this study to be able to perform time-resolved measurements. Finally, the Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer is discussed.

3.1. Reactor

The reactor used in this research is a DBD reactor, as explained in section 1.2. First, the
geometry of the reactor is described. Secondly, the electrical characterization of the reactor and
gas flow through the reactor are discussed.

3.1.1. Geometry

The DBD reactor used is a flow tube made of quartz in a parallel plate configuration. Electrodes
are glued on the parallel side using silicone paste that also acts as electric insulation for high
voltage sparks. The quartz acts as the dielectric in this configuration. An overview of the
geometry is seen in figure 3.1. The open structure of the reactor allows for optical diagnostics
to be performed on the plasma inside the reactor and the flow of gas. The region between the
parallel plates is called the discharge zone, since microdischarges occur in this region. A window
has been placed perpendicular to the flow axis and to the center of the reactor, for scattered
light to pass through. The dimensions of the reactor are listed in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Dimensions of the DBD reactor.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Reactor Dielectric (quartz)
Length 70 mm Thickness 1 mm
Width 28 mm Electrodes
Gap distance 3 mm Length 70 mm
Volume 5880 mm3 Width 16 mm

Area 1060 mm2
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High voltage
AC Quartz

dielectric barrier
Side view

Top view

Reactor

Figure 3.1: Schematic side and top view of the DBD reactor. The quartz tubing is indicated in yellow,
the electrodes are shown in black. The purple lines indicate the filamentary plasma. The dimensions of
the reactor are listed in table 3.1 [10].

Figure 3.2: Picture of the DBD reactor used in this study. Helium is used as a discharge gas for
illustrative purposes. The laser path is visible due to scattering on dust particles. The scattered light is
collected through the detection window shown on the right side of the picture.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the electric circuit. The voltage is supplied by an AC generator and transformed
to high voltage by a transformer (CT = 30 pF, LT = 38 mH). The resonance frequency of the system is
∼ 50 kHz. The charge passing through the DBD is obtained by multiplying UQ with CQ = 595 pF.

3.1.2. Electrical characterization

The electric circuit is schematically drawn in figure 3.3. The power supply (AFS, G10S-500K )
is connected to a transformer and matching circuit to change the resonance frequency of the
total circuit. The voltage and frequency are set by the power supply. The resonance frequency
of the circuit is ∼50 kHz, the maximum applied voltage is ∼30 kV peak-to-peak.

The voltage input (Uappl) is measured by a high voltage probe (LeCroy, PMK-14KVAC ), that
contains a voltage divider (10000:1). The charge transferred through the reactor is determined by
measuring the voltage (UQ) over the measurement capacitors (CQ) by a probe (Testex, TT-HV
250, 100:1). The signals from these probes are read-out by a fast-digitizing oscilloscope (Agilent,
DSO5034A). The power dissipated by the plasma is determined by a method described by Pipa
et al [36, 37]. This method describes that the power dissipated by the plasma is determined
by the area of a Q-V plot, where the voltage and the accumulated charge on the capacitors are
plotted.

3.1.3. Gas flow

The flow of CO2 through the system is schematically shown in figure 3.5. The reactor is placed in
a closed gas system, using stainless steel tubes and o-rings. The CO2 is stored in a gas cylinder,
the purity of the gas is higher than 99.9% (Linde, foodgrade CO2). The in-flow of gas is controlled
by a mass flow controller (Bronkhorst, F-201CV ). The pressure inside the system is regulated
by means of a feedback system with a pressure gauge (Pfeiffer, CMR 361 ) at the entrance side
of the reactor and a regulating valve (Pfeiffer, EVR 116 ) installed before a vacuum pump. The
feedback system (Pfeiffer, RVC 300 ) is equipped with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controller that controls the regulating valve based on the pressure. The PID controller is tuned
by the Ziegler-Nichols method that in practice results in a fast stabilization of the pressure
[38].

The combination of the mass flow controller and the feedback system give the ability to inde-
pendently set the mass flow rate Φ0 and the pressure p. The mass flow rate set is set in standard
liters per minute (slm), which is corrected for reference conditions (p0 = 1013.25 mbar and
T0 = 273 K). The mass flow rate set is therefore a measure of the number of molecules passing
through the system. A measure for the duration that a molecule is on average in the reactor is
described by the residence time. The residence time of the gas τres in the reactor can be related
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.4: Q-V plots at various moment of a plasma pulse of 10 ms: (a) t=0.5 ms, (b) t=1 ms, (c)
t=2 ms, (d) t=5 ms, and (e) t=10 ms. The power input during the plasma pulse is shown in (f). In the
Q− V plots, the plasma pulse starts with a closed line in the origin, then expanding to a paralellogram
as shown in (b). From that moment on the area of the paralellogram reduces, illustrated by the decline
in power input in (f).

CO2

MFC FTIR

P

Pump

Figure 3.5: Schematic setup of the gas flow through the setup. The CO2 originates from a CO2 bottle.
The mass flow controller (MFC) controls the CO2 flow through the system. A pressure sensor is used in
a feedback system with a regulating valve installed before the vacuum pump. The flow is guided through
the Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer first for determining the concentration of CO in the
gas.
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to the mass flow rate by: [6]

τres =
Vreactor

Φ0
· pg · T0

p0 · Tg
. (3.1)

Here, the gas temperature and pressure of the gas are indicated by Tg and pg respectively.
Temperature effects are neglected by calculating the residence time, assuming Tg ≈ T0.

3.2. Raman spectrometer

The description of the Raman spectrometer is divided into four parts. The laser involved is
described first, as well as the beam path. The stability of the beam is accurately measured
to ensure optimal performance. The detection branch that is used to guide the scattered light
to the spectrometer is described. Finally, the timing sequence that allows for time-resolved
measurements is discussed.

3.2.1. Laser and optics

The laser path is schematically shown in figure 3.6. The laser used is a Neodymium doped YAG
(Nd:YAG) laser that operates at 1064 nm (Spectra Physics, Quanta-Ray GCR-4 ). The laser has
two operating modes. First, the alignment mode with a low intensity of the beam. Secondly,
the Q-switch mode with a short pulse length of around 7 ns and highly achieved intensity of 50
mJ per pulse.

A non-linear crystal performs second harmonic generation (SHG) on the laser beam, frequency
doubling it to 532 nm. The intensity of the frequency doubled beam is proportional to the
square of the intensity of the incoming 1064 nm beam. After the SHG crystal, a mirror is
used that selectively reflects 532 nm causing the remaining 1064 nm to pass through to a beam
dump.

The 532 nm light passes through a lens of a focal length of 1 meter and a delay stage, to focus
the laser beam into the center of the reactor. The reactor is equipped with two quartz windows
that are covered with an anti-reflective coating for 532 nm.

3.2.2. Laser stability

The position and size of the laser beam spot in the focal point is not constant in time with the
laser used. The position in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the beam changes during
an experiment. Therefore, a laser monitor is used to monitor the position and intensity of the
laser spot in time. This monitor is a useful tool to align the laser beam in the experimental
setup and correct for changes in the position during an experiment.

A small fraction of the light is passed through the last mirror before the light enters the reactor.
The intensity of this light is reduced further before it arrives at the camera, drawn as the eye in
figure 3.6. The camera is placed such that the path length to the camera is equal to the path
length to the center of the reactor. The laser monitor can therefore be seen as an image of the
focus of the laser beam in the center of the reactor, as seen in figure 3.7b.

A Matlab® script is available that fits the image of the laser spot with a skewed Gaussian in
both the horizontal and the vertical direction. From this fit, the position and widths of the spot
are used as a characterization of the spot in time. An example of the average position of the
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the laser path. A 1064 nm laser pulse is created by the Nd:YAG laser,
thereafter the pulse is frequency doubled to 532 nm by a second-harmonic generation (SHG) crystal. Not
all light is converted, the remaining will pass through the first mirror that is coated with a reflective
coating for 532 nm. The light is focused through a lens with a focal length of 1 m. The delay stage is
adjusted to put the waist of the laser in the center of the reactor. The camera is put in place to track
the spatial position of the laser in time. The adjustment mirror is used to correct for deviations in the
laser position.

laser spot during an experiment is illustrated in figure 3.7a. The position of the spot can be
changed by a mirror that changes the location of the spot in the same way on the camera as in
the center of the DBD reactor [10].

The intensity of the beam in Q-switched mode reaches a final intensity of 50 mJ per pulse
approximately an hour after startup. The spot size is also variable in time. The horizontal and
vertical width of the laser are around 200 µm after the first hour.

3.2.3. Detection branch

The detection branch consists of the detection arm, optical fiber, and the monochromator con-
nected to a camera. The schematic representation of the detection branch is shown in figure
3.8.

The scattered light that is collected perpendicular to the laser beam is focused through a pinhole
with a diameter of 150 µm. The pinhole ensures that the collected light originates from the center
of the reactor by blocking stray light. Thereafter, Rayleigh scattering and stray light at the laser
wavelength are filtered out using a volume Bragg grating. The light needs to be collimated due to
the small angular acceptance of the volume Bragg grating (BraggGrate, OptiGrate) [39].

The reflective volume Bragg grating (VBG) is an ultra-narrow band notch filter. The filter is
specified to block light with an optical density (OD) of 3− 4 with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 5 − 8 cm−1 (≡ 0.14 − 0.23 nm) [40]. The reflected wavelength can be tuned by a
rotation of the filter, whereas a rotation of 6◦ is needed to filter 532 nm [39]. The filter profile
is characterized using the black-body radiation of a W-ribbon lamp. The lamp is set on the
location of the reactor and the spectrum with and without the filter in place in measured with
the spectrometer. The spectrum is deconvolved with a Gaussian profile to compensate for the
instrumental broadening caused by the spectrograph. The transmittance profile is shown in
figure 3.9. The FWHM of the instrumental broadening is 2.8 cm−1 (≡ 0.078 nm). The profile
of the volume Bragg grating has a FWHM of 7.0 cm−1 ≡ 0.20 nm and a maximum attenuation
of 0.99926 ≡ OD 3.1. The transmittance for other wavelengths is 76%.

After the VBG, the light is focused into a round-to-linear fiber (Thorlabs, FG105LCA). This
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Figure 3.7: Information gathered with the laser monitor camera. The average position of the laser spot
is plotted in (a). The image captured showed in (b) is used to determine the width of the pulse and the
average location. The optimal position of the alignment is indicated by the cross in both figures, the last
measured location is depicted by the circle in (a). The spot can be moved to the optimal position by
rotating the alignment mirror as shown in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the detection branch. The scattered light is collected perpendicular to the
incident beam. Irisses are used to block stray light. The light is focussed through a pinhole of 150 µm
before collimation. The laser wavelength is blocked by the Volume Bragg grating before focussing into a
fiber. The light is then collimated again to correct for the numerical aperature from the fiber before the
light is guided to the slit of the spectrograph.
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Figure 3.9: Transmittance spectrum of the grating, measured with a black body radiator. The simulated
spectrum consists of the Gaussian spectral broadening of the spectrometer and a Voigt of the filter itself.
The filter has a FWHM of 7 cm−1 (≡ 0.20 nm), a maximum attenuation of 0.99926 (≡ OD 3.1) and a
transmittance outside this region of 76%.

seven-core fiber, with a core width of 105 µm, has a hexagonal configuration at the entrance
side and the cores are linearly aligned at the exit side of the fiber as shown schematically in
figure 3.10a. The light can more accurately be focused through the slit of the spectrometer
compared to a normal fiber with one core, as illustrated in figure 3.10b. The slit width is set
to 75 µm, based on optimal configuration by balancing the intensity in-coupling and achieved
resolution.

The spectrometer is a combination of a spectrograph (Andor, Shamrock SR-303i-A) with a
gated intensifier and an air-cooled CCD sensor (Andor, iStar DH734-18U-03 ) at −14 ◦C. The
intensifier gain is set to 250× and is only gated when the light pulse arrives at the intensifier. The
trigger originates from the digital delay generator as will be discussed below. The intensifier is
gated for 20 ns in order to capture the full scattered pulse. The sensor is read-out after multiple
laser shots to reduce noise caused by the read-out.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Illustrative drawing of the round-to-linear fiber. The entrance side of the fiber is shown
in the left side of (a), the exit side to the right. The fiber has seven cores of 105 µm in a hexagonal
configuration, and come out placed linearly for accurate focusing into the spectrograph. The benefit of
the round-to-linear fiber to a normal one core fiber is illustrated in (b). The amount of light passing
through the slit is larger than using a single core fiber.
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The measurement time of one Raman measurement is an important parameter for ability of
performing time-resolved measurements. In the first version of the spectrometer, a measurement
time of 1 hour resulted in a temperature accuracy of 2% within a 68% confidence interval. The
change in pinhole from 100 to 150 µm and the use of the round-to-linear fiber have led to a
significant increase in the measured scattered intensity. At the same conditions as the earlier
experiment, an eight-minutes measurement resulted in 1 – 3% temperature accuracies within
a 95% confidence interval. This is equivalent to a measurement time of 2 minutes for the
same accuracy within the former used confidence interval of 68%. Therefore, the intensity has
increased by a factor of circa 30.

3.2.4. Timing sequence

In order to perform time-resolved measurements, the moment of firing the laser must be precisely
controlled. Important for stability of the size and intensity of the laser spot is that the firing
frequency is constant at 10 Hz. The power supply of the DBD reactor is used as a 10 Hz clock
using the pulsed wave mode. A typical pulse length used is 10 ms, followed by a plasma off time
of 90 ms. The high-voltage probe measuring the high voltage pulse is connected in the setup as
shown in figure 3.3.

The applied voltage pulse is measured by the high-voltage probe, this signal is measured by a
oscilloscope. An adjustable offset on the trigger level of the oscilloscope is used to trigger the
first rising edge of the plasma pulse. This trigger is received by the digital delay generator (SRS,
DG-535 ) that handles the triggers to the laser and the spectrometer. An adjustable delay is
set on the trigger to the laser lamps, in order to probe the pulsed wave plasma. The trigger
to the Q-switch over the laser follows 200 µs after the trigger to the lamps. At this moment,
the laser shot is released from the laser cavity, the final trigger to the gate of the intensified
CCD is delayed with 73 ns. This timing sequences assures an accurate time-resolution, with an
uncertainty in the order of tens of nanoseconds. The uncertainty in the timing of the laser shot
in the center of the reactor is therefore caused by the jitter of the DBD power supply, which is
in the order of one voltage cycle (≈ 20 µs).

3.3. Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer

A Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscope is generally used to determine the concen-
tration of a molecular specie in a gas. FTIR spectroscopy is an absorption technique wherein
infrared light is partially absorbed by a gas sample. In order for a molecule to be infrared active,
the molecule must have a variation in its dipole moment. This means that symmetric diatomic
molecules (such as O2) are generally not infrared active, while asymmetric diatomic molecules
(such as CO) are. For triatomic molecules, there is generally a variation in the dipole moment
and are therefore infrared active. In the case of high symmetry, there might be modes that are
not active due to cancellation in these variations of the dipole moment. This is the case with the
symmetric stretch of CO2. The asymmetric stretch and the bending modes are infrared active
[18].

The FTIR spectrometer consists of a broadband infrared source in combination with a Michelson
interferometer. After the interferometer, the light travels through a gas cell, where certain
frequencies are absorbed before hitting a detector. A schematic of the spectrometer is shown in
figure 3.11.

The Michelson interferometer consists of a beamsplitter with two mirrors. In an idealized situ-
ation the light entering the interferometer is monochromatic and collimated. The beamsplitter
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer. The spectrometer consist of
a Michelson interferometer in combination with a gas cell and a detector. The infrared light from a
broadband light source is send to the interferometer. The interferogram resulting from the interferometer
is passed through a gas cell, where a certain frequencies are absorbed.

splits half of the light to a fixed mirror and the other half to a movable mirror. Light reflecting
the fixed mirror travels back to the beamsplitter, where half of the light travels in the direction
of the source and the other half to the gas cell. Light reflecting from the movable mirror under-
goes the same route. The two beams recombine at the beamsplitter. Dependent on the relative
phase difference, caused by the path difference, interference occurs. The resulting interferogram
is measured by a infrared detector after passing through the gas cell. A spectrum is obtained
after Fourier-transform. The position of the movable mirror is accurately determined by a laser.
The resolution that can be obtained is the reciprocal of the maximum travel of the movable
mirror.

The FTIR spectrometer (Bruker, IFS 66/S ) used is equipped with a liquid-nitrogen cooled
detector (Graseby Infrared, FTIR-M16 ). The absorption path length needs to be large enough
to have a significant absorption on molecules with low number densities. However, a too long
path length leads to relatively high attenuation of the infrared source resulting in a low signal-to-
noise ratio. A single-pass cell of 49 cm is used, which is optimal for determining the concentration
of CO produced in the CO2 discharge.

3.4. Plasma process stability

The measurement time for a Raman measurement ranges from 8 to 32 minutes per data point.
The plasma processes during this time are considered constant, in order to obtain a reliable
temperature. The stability of the processes are validated by measuring the power input, con-
centration of CO and the reactor wall temperature during an experiment.

3.4.1. Power input

The power input into the plasma is controlled by a DBD power supply and a matching circuit,
as described in section 3.1.2. The power input depends on the duty cycle, frequency, and voltage
applied.

The power input is measured during the experiment at different moments in time. The power
input during the pulse, for several pulsed waves during an experiment of several hours is shown
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Figure 3.12: Power input during a plasma pulse, measured at different moments during an experiment
that lasted for several hours. The pulse length in (a) is 10 ms and in (b) 5 ms. The average power input
in both pulses is ∼70W. The power input resulted from analysis of a Q− V plot.

in figure 3.12. Two aspects stand out from this figure. First, the power input during the pulse
varies significantly. Second, the power input per pulse is not constant. However, the average
power input stays constant as shown in figure 3.13a. Here, the average power input shown is
calculated based on 20 intra-pulse averages per point. The measurement time of a single Raman
measurement is 15 s, the resulting spectrum is therefore the average of 150 pulsed waves.

3.4.2. Concentration of CO

The FTIR spectrometer has been used to measure the concentration of CO. If the concentration
during a Raman experiment varies in time, this is an indication that e.g. the power or flow
is not constant or the system is not yet in a dynamic equilibrium. The concentration of CO
during an experiment that lasted for several hours is presented in figure 3.13b. The mean of the
concentration is calculated to be 2630 with a deviation of 3 ppm, which is an indication that
the dissociation process is constant in time.

3.4.3. Reactor wall temperature

The DBD reactor is cooled by a fan to prevent the reactor from overheating. The temperature
of the reactor wall is measured with a infrared camera (FLIR, A-230 ). This temperature is used
to verify the stability of the reactor wall temperature during an experiment.

The infrared camera is read out every minute during experiments. The result is used to determine
when a process with a net set of measurement conditions has reached equilibrium conditions.
The wall temperature stayed constant during an experiment. The wall temperature during the
reference measurement is shown in figure 3.13b.
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Figure 3.13: Process stability information during a reference measurement that lasted for over six
hours. In (a) the average power input in time is shown based on 20 pulsed waves per data point. The
mean power input is 73 W, the 95% confidence bounds are based on the variation of inter-pulse power
input. In measured concentration of CO and the reactor wall temperature are illustrated in (b). The
mean concentration of CO is 2630 ± with a deviation of 3 ppm. The mean wall temperature is 320± 1
K.
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Chapter 4

Data processing

The results from experiments conducted with the Raman spectrometer and the Fourier Trans-
form Infrared spectrometer need to be analyzed further to determine the gas temperature and
the concentration of CO respectively. The data processing for the results from these experiments
are described in this chapter.

4.1. Raman spectroscopy

First, processing of a scattered light with a spectrometer is discussed. The calibration of the
wavelength axis is described afterwards. Then, the fitting of the theoretical spectrum on the
experimental data is described. The rotational temperature is determined from this fit. Finally,
an overview on the determination of temperature accuracy is described. An elaborate study on
the fitting procedure of a Raman spectrum can be found in [10].

4.1.1. Experimental data

The Raman spectrum is measured by a spectrometer, as described in section 3.2. The resulting
spectrum measured with the spectrometer contains the Raman spectrum and noise resulting
from the measurement. A dark measurement is performed measurement with the same camera
settings but with the shutter closed. The dark measurement is subtracted from the measured Ra-
man spectrum to correct for static noise. The determination of the wavelength axis is explained
below.

4.1.2. Calibration

An absolute calibration of the intensity is not necessary with Raman scattering for the determi-
nation of the rotational temperature, as explained in Chapter 2. However, the wavelength axis
needs to be calibrated in order to obtain a reliable temperature from the fit. This is essential
since the rotational Raman peaks are closely spaced, a small shift in wavelength can result in a
unreliable fit. The quality of the fitting procedure is discussed afterwards.

The wavelength axis is calibrated by comparing an accurate measurement with a theoretical
spectrum. The pixel positions of the peaks are fitted with a polynomial of the fourth order. The
resulting polynomial is used to assign a wavelength to each pixel.
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Figure 4.1: Rotational Raman spectrum of CO2 at atmospheric pressure. This spectrum is used to
calibrate the wavelength axis. The fitted temperature is 300 ± 2 K.

In figure 4.1 a measurement of CO2 at atmospheric pressure and room temperature is shown.
As seen in this figure, only two peaks next to the laser frequency are excluded due to the volume
Bragg grating. This accurate 2-hour measurement is used to calibrate the wavelength axis.

4.1.3. Fitting procedure

A Matlab® script is used to create a theoretical Raman spectrum [10]. First, the locations and
intensities of the Raman peaks are determined by the theory in Chapter 2. Then, instrumental
broadening is applied to these peaks. Other peak broadening mechanisms are not significant as
explained below. The resulting spectrum is fitted on the experimentally determined spectrum
using a least-square fitting algorithm.

Doppler broadening results from the distribution of the kinetic energy of the molecules. The full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian Doppler profile ∆ν̃J→J ′,D at photon energy
ν̃J→J ′ is defined by: [41]

∆ν̃J→J ′,D =

√
8kBTg ln 2

mCO2c
2
ν̃J→J ′ ≈

√
8kBTg ln 2

mCO2c
2
ν̃i, (4.1)

with Tg the gas temperature and mCO2 the mass of a CO2 molecule. The Doppler broadening
is in the order of 10−2 cm−1 in this study.

Pressure or collisional broadening is caused by collisions of the emitting molecule with other
heavy particles that distort the electron energy levels. This broadening can be described by a
Lorentzian function. The FWHM of the pressure broadening ∆ν̃col can be calculated by using
the collision frequency νcol from equation (2.20): [42]

∆ν̃col =
νcol

cπ
=

4p

µcπ2
, (4.2)
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with p the pressure and µ the viscosity. In this study, the typical FWHM of pressure broadening
is in the order of 10−2 cm−1.

Instrumental broadening is caused by the measurement equipment used, e.g. the slit opening of
the spectrograph and the diffraction grating. It is determined that the spectral broadening is
best described by a Gaussian profile [10]. The FWHM of this type of broadening in this setup
is 2.8 cm−1 ≡ 0.078 nm. The instrumental broadening is much larger than the other types of
broadening, therefore only this broadening is used as peak broadening in this study.

4.1.4. Error analysis

The intensity of an individual peak in a measured Raman spectrum can be more or less intense
than the theoretical intensity. The temperature obtained from the fitted spectrum deviates from
the actual temperature due to this stochastic process. To improve the temperature accuracy,
multiple acquisitions are made per data point. The fit on the accumulated spectrum provides a
temperature, however the uncertainty on this fit is not a measure for the temperature uncertainty.
Therefore, a histogram is used consisting of the fitted temperatures resulting from each individual
acquisition. The mean of the histogram is used as the temperature. The temperature accuracy
is determined by the standard error of the mean σw: [43]

σw =
σ√
N
, (4.3)

with σ the standard deviation resulting from the histogram and N the number of acquisi-
tions.

There are several factors that are of importance for the quality of the fit to the measured spec-
trum. The scattered signal decreases with pressure and temperature. The number of acquisitions
per data point is a trade-off between the desired accuracy of the fitted temperature and the the
number of experiments that can be performed in a reasonable time-frame. The experiments in
this study a measurement time per data point of 8 to 32 minutes is used, equal to 32 and 128
individual acquisitions.

In figure 4.2, the results for two different experimental conditions are shown. In (a), the accumu-
lated Raman spectrum is shown consisting of 32 acquisitions. This measurement was performed
at a pressure of 1000 mbar, at elevated temperature in the plasma off time of a pulsed wave
plasma. The corresponding histogram is shown in (c). In (b) and (d), the same information
is provided as in (a) and (c) for a measurement with 128 acquisitions. This experiment was
performed at pressure of 200 mbar, during the plasma pulse. The standard deviation at (d) is
higher than in (c). However, the number of acquisitions is higher at (c), resulting in a smaller
standard error of the mean. The determined temperatures for the two measurements are re-
spectively T = 377 ± 11 K and T = 416 ± 9 K, using a 95% confidence interval. A confidence
interval of 68% is illustrated in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Results from two Raman measurements under different experimental conditions. In (a),
the accumulated spectrum for a measurement at 1000 mbar is shown. The corresponding histogram with
individual determined temperatures is shown in (c). The pressure of second experiment was 200 mbar,
the results are shown in (b) and (d). The fitted temperature shown in (a) and (b) are fitted on the
accumulated spectrum. In the histogram, the mean is used as the temperature. The standard deviation
σ and the standard error of the mean σw are shown, using a 68% confidence interval.
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4.2. Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy

In this section, the determination of the absorbance is discussed based on the spectra result-
ing from measurements with the FTIR spectrometer. Secondly, the fitting procedure will be
discussed. Thereafter, the fitting procedure is validated with experimental measurements with
known concentrations. Finally, the calculation of the dissociation efficiency is described.

4.2.1. Experimental data

A measured FTIR spectrum consists of a measurement that is corrected by a background mea-
surement. The background measurement is performed at the same gas flow rate and pressure
as the experiment itself. The absorbance A is defined as follows: [44, 45]

A = −ln

(
Ion

Ioff

)
, (4.4)

with Ion the intensity of the measurement. The background intensity Ioff is taken while there
is no plasma active. The resulting spectrum consists of absorbance lines in wavenumber regions
dependent on the species in the gas. Only CO lines are analyzed in this study.

4.2.2. Fitting procedure

The wavenumbers and line strengths of CO are available from the HITRAN database [46]. A
Matlab® script is developed that calculates the resulting spectrum by taking pressure, tempera-
ture, gas cell length, and instrumental broadening into account. The calculated spectrum is fitted
on the experimental data to obtain the concentration of CO in parts per million (ppm).

4.2.3. Validation

The fitting procedure is validated by performing an FTIR measurement with a known concentra-
tion of CO. The uncertainty by the mass flow controller determines the uncertainty in the known
concentration. The experiments are performed using a flow of air and CO at 500 and 1000 mbar,
the results are shown in figure 4.3. In case of absorption above 90% (≡ 2.3) peak heights are
significantly influenced by the noise. These lines are excluded from the fit as shown in figure
4.4a.

The concentrations provided by the individual FTIR spectra can be used to construct a his-
togram, similar to the Raman analysis. The standard error of the mean is calculated to be in
the order of 1 ppm. The static error caused by uncertainty in path length and pressure is higher
than 1 ppm, therefore 1 ppm is a underestimation of the uncertainty on the concentration. The
calibration shown in figure 4.3 shows that the uncertainty on the fit is much smaller than the un-
certainty provided by the mass flow controllers. The relative uncertainties provided by the mass
flow controllers are 2.9 – 3.8% for 500 mbar and 1.1 – 10.5% for 1000 mbar. At 1000 mbar, the
confidence interval is significantly overestimated as seen in figure 4.3d. At 500 mbar, the mea-
surement falls within the confidence interval of the known concentration. Therefore, a rounded
accuracy of 4% is used on the fitted concentration of CO.
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Figure 4.3: Validation of concentration measurements. The theoretical value is calculated by the mass
flow rates of the air and CO flow. The pressure is 500 mbar in (a), and 1000 mbar in (b). The difference
between the theoretical value and the fitted value for (a) are shown in (c) and for (b) in (d). Numerical
values on the data are listed in tables A.1 and A.2, appendix A.
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Figure 4.4: FTIR spectrum from the CO molecule, at a pressure of 500 mbar in (a) and 1000 mbar in
(b). The experimental data is shown in orange, the theoretical spectrum for the CO spectrum is shown in
black. The difference between these is shown in grey. The green line in (a) shows the limit of absorbance
at 90% ≡ 2.3, above this limit the lines are excluded from the fitting procedure.

4.2.4. Dissociation efficiency

The calculation for the fraction of energy spend on the dissociation of CO2 to CO is described
in this section. The dissociation efficiency ηdiss can be calculated by dividing the dissociation
enthalpy ∆H by the injected energy per CO molecule: [20]

ηdiss =
∆H

Espec,m/rCO
=

rCO

Espec,m
· 2.9 eV/molecule, (4.5)

with the specific energy per molecule Espec,m:

Espec,m =
P

ΦN
=

P

Φ0

kBT0

p0
. (4.6)

Here, ΦN is the molecular flow rate in molecules per second. The fraction of energy used for
chemical conversion is determined using the enthalphy ∆H of the most efficient dissociation
reaction of CO2: [6, 47]

CO2 → CO +
1

2
O2, ∆H = 2.9 eV/molecule. (4.7)
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Chapter 5

Thermal model

For analysis with experimental data, a zero-dimensional model is introduced for the time-
dependent gas temperature in a pulsed wave plasma. The model considered is a modified version
from Sadat et al. [48]. In this chapter, the model is defined first. Then, the boundaries of the
control volume are described. Followed by the power input and the heat losses that are taken
into account in this model. Finally, the analytic solution for the temperature evolution during
a pulsed wave plasma that is used as a fit on the experimental data is described.

5.1. Model definition

The thermal model takes the rate of accumulation of energy in the system by the in- and out-
flow of heat in the system into account. The rate of accumulation of energy U in the discharge
zone is defined as the difference between the in- and out-flow of heat in the system:

dU

dt
= Q̇in − Q̇out, (5.1)

with Q̇in the power input by the discharge into the plasma and Q̇out the heat losses to the
environment, i.e. due to conduction, radiation and convection. Other losses of energy, for
example by chemical reactions, are not taken into account in this model.

5.2. Control volume

The control volume of the thermal model taken as discharge zone of the reactor. The conversion
of CO2 into other species is below 1% in the pulsed wave plasma. Therefore, it is approximated
that CO2 is the only specie present in the discharge zone.

The walls of the reactor are part of the static surroundings in this model, the reactor wall
temperature Twall is therefore assumed constant. This assumption can be verified by calculating
the thermal penetration depth during the plasma pulse. Approximating the reactor wall as
being a semi-infinite plate in thermal equilibrium, the penetration depth δ as a result from an
instantaneous temperature increase by the gas can be expressed as: [49]

δ ≈ 4
√
αt, (5.2)
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with α the thermal diffusivity of quartz (8.1×10−7m2 s−1 [50]). The thermal penetration depth
is 0.36 mm for a typical plasma pulse of 10 ms. The temperature rise can be calculated by
assuming that the full power input of 70 W is consumed in volume reached by the penetration
depth during the plasma pulse, and is calculated to be 0.3 K. This is sufficiently small that
the reactor wall temperature is constant. In a dynamic equilibrium, Twall ≈ Ti. Furthermore,
numerical modeling of the gas temperature in a DBD in argon showed that the gas temperature
is uniform along the gap [51] during an AC-cycle. The gas temperature is therefore assumed
constant in this model.

The rate of accumulation of energy U in the gas in the discharge zone is obtained using the
assumptions as stated above:

dU

dt
= mdzCp,CO2

dT

dt
, (5.3)

with mdz the mass of the gas in the discharge zone, Cp,CO2 the CO2 specific heat capacity, and
T (t) the gas temperature.

5.3. Power input

The power input Q̇in as used in the model is specified in this section. The plasma micro-channels
are the heat sources in the control volume. These micro-channels are randomly distributed along
the area of the dielectric [14]. Computer simulations by Braun et al. [52] show that the energy
density across the discharge gap can be considered homogeneous, except for the deposition of
charge on the dielectric. Experimental studies showed no clear temperature distribution in a
filament along the gap [53]. Therefore, the heat generation in the discharge zone is assumed to
be uniform.

In pulsed wave mode, the AC voltage that is applied by the DBD power supply is turned on for
a certain time period and then turned off. This is illustrated in figure 5.1. The plasma is on
between t0 and t1. After the plasma pulse, there is a plasma off period until at t2 a next plasma
pulse is applied.

The heat source term Q̇in is proportional to the power input of the system. A part of the power
dissipated is converted into heat, that fraction is indicated by ηheat. An example of the power
input during a plasma pulse of 10 ms is shown in figure 5.2. In the paper by Sadat et al. a
constant power input is used, however this is inadequate in the pulsed plasma in this study. The
power input P (t) approximated by using a exponential fit:

Plasma on Plasma off

t0 t1 t2

t

Figure 5.1: Schematic of a pulsed wave plasma. The plasma is on from t0 until t1. There is a plasma
off period until at t2 the next voltage pulse is applied.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the power input during a plasma pulse. The power input, represented by the
blue line, is determined by the area of a Q-V plot as described in section 3.1.2. The curve is the average
over 340 different plasma pulse. Fitting equation (5.4) results in 133e−128t, shown by the red line. This
power input is used in the thermal model. The difference in area between the fit and the experiment is
less than 3%.

P (t) =

{
P0e
−P1·t 0 < t < t1

0 t1 < t < t2.
(5.4)

5.4. Heat losses

The heat loss term Q̇out consists of heat conduction, radiation, and convective transfer by to
the flowing gas. In this section it is shown that the contribution of radiation and convective
heat transfer are not significant with respect to conduction and can therefore be neglected in
this thermal model.

Convective heat transfer by the flowing gas can be neglected due to the high residence time of the
gas. The residence time, as stated in equation (3.1), is the average time period that a molecule
is inside the discharge zone of the reactor. In the experimental conditions under study, the
typical residence time is approximately 500 ms. The repetition time of the pulsed wave plasma
is 100 ms. The local Raman measurement in the center of the reactor assures that a molecule
involved in the Raman scattering process has at least been in the discharge zone of the reactor for
more than two power pulses. The molecule involved with Raman scattering is therefore part of
the dynamic equilibrium of the gas in the reactor. Therefore, it is unlikely that the temperature
of this specific molecule is altered by in-flow of gas at a different temperature.

The amount of radiative heat loss to the wall is estimated by linearizing the Stefan-Boltzmann
equation for radiative heat transfer [48]:

Q̇radiation = εAσ(T 4 − T 4
∞) (5.5)

≈ 4εAσT 3
i (T − Ti).

Here, ε is the emissivity, σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Ti the initial temperature.
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The emissivity ε from CO2 results from molecules in thermal equilibrium and from excited
molecules. The upper limit of excited CO2 molecules can be estimated from the amount of
charge transfer through the DBD. The maximum charge transfer is the variation of measured
charge in active discharge phase [37]. The Q-V plot in 3.4b is taken as an example, resulting
in a charge transfer of ∼ 300 nC. This corresponds to 1012 electrons, therefore 1012 excited
molecules are taken as an upper limit. The number of molecules in the discharge zone at
atmospheric pressure is in the order of 1020, therefore only the radiation CO2 molecules in
thermal equilibrium is taken into account.

The emissivity from CO2 at thermal equilibrium is estimated by emissivity charts for CO2

provided by Hottel [54, 55]. The emissivity depends on the pressure, characteristic length, and
temperature. The upper value of the emissivity in the graph at 300 K is 0.2. Using this as an
upper limit, the total radiative heat transfer per unit temperature difference is 0.006 W K−1.
Experiments in this study showed that the total heat losses per temperature difference is in the
order of 0.3 W K−1. Heat loss by radiation can therefore be neglected.

Concluding, the only heat loss taken into account is heat conduction of the gas to the wall.
Using Newton’s conduction law, the conductive heat loss is denoted by: [48, 56]

Q̇out = hA(T − Ti) (5.6)

with h the heat transfer coefficient and A the reactor area.

5.5. Temperature evolution

The analytic solution for the thermal model is described in this section. The energy balances is
completed by substituting equation (5.3), (5.4), and (5.6) into equation (5.1):

mCO2Cp,CO2

dT

dt
= ηheatP − hA(T − Ti). (5.7)

This equation can be written as:

τ
dT

dt
+ (T − Ti) =

ηheatP

hA
, (5.8)

with total heat transfer coefficient hA and the time constant τ :

τ =
mCO2Cp,CO2

hA
. (5.9)

The continuity conditions in a dynamic equilibrium result in periodic boundary conditions:
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T (t0) = T (0)

Ti = T (t0)

Ton(t0) = Toff(t2)

Ton(t1) = Toff(t1). (5.10)

The power input function as defined in equation (5.4) is substituted in equation (5.8). The
temperature during the power pulse Ton(t) is obtained by solving the differential equating using
the boundary conditions as stated in equations (5.10):

Ton(t) = Ti +
ηheat

hA

P0

1− P1τ
(e−P1t − e−t/τ ). (5.11)

Similarly, the temperature during the plasma off time is expressed by Toff(t):

Toff(t) = Tf + (Ton(t1)− Tf)e
−(t−t1)/τ , (5.12)

with Tf the final temperature after a infinitely long cooling period. Using boundary conditions
in equation (5.10), Tf can be calculated:

Tf = Ti −
κ

et2/τ − 1
, (5.13)

κ =
ηheat

hA

P0

1− P1τ
(e−t1P1 − e−t1/τ ). (5.14)

The temperature Toff(t) results in:

Toff(t) = Ti −
κ

et2/τ − 1
+ κ

(
et2/τ

et2/τ − 1

)
e−t/τ (5.15)

The gas temperature determined using the Raman spectrometer can be fitted with the equations
for Ton(t) and Toff(t), using Ti, h and ηheat as fit parameters in a weighted least-squared algorithm
in a Matlab® script. The script is shown in Algorithm 1, appendix B. The parameters of several
constants used in the calculation of the thermal model are listed in tables B.1 and B.2.
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

This chapter contains results of the different measurements that are performed using Raman
spectroscopy. The gas temperature is measured at several moments in a pulsed wave dielectric-
barrier discharge. A thermal model is used for fitting the experimental data obtained. Comple-
mentary to the Raman measurements, the FTIR spectrometer is used to determine the concen-
tration of CO in the experiment.

First, a highly time-resolved measurement under reference conditions is discussed. This mea-
surement is used to compare with other experiments, experimental conditions such as the mass
flow rate, pressure, and the length of the plasma pulse are varied.

The thermal model, as described in Chapter 5, is used to analyze the gas temperature during
the pulsed wave plasma. The thermal model is fit on the experimental data. From this fit, the
initial temperature Ti, the heat transfer coefficient h and the efficiency of heat production ηheat

are derived. Finally, there is a discussion on the thermal dynamics based on the results from
the fitted experiments. An overview on the details of the experiments is listed in table A.3,
appendix A.

6.1. Reference measurement

The reference experiment consists of a plasma pulse that is active for 10 ms, followed by a
plasma off time of 90 ms. Heat dissipation in the plasma filaments lead to heating of the gas.
The characteristic time of heat transfer is higher than the life-time of a filament, the heating is
therefore the accumulated effect of thousands of these short-lived filaments. After the plasma
pulse, the gas cools down until the next plasma is applied.

The reference measurement is carried out at a pressure of 1000 mbar and a CO2 mass flow
rate of 700 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute). The residence time of the gas under
these conditions is 500 ms. A molecule has on average been in the reactor for more than 2 duty
cycles before it enters the Raman detection volume at the center of the reactor. The molecule is
therefore considered to be in equilibrium with the repeating temperature evolution. The average
power input during the plasma on time is 70 W.

The heating of the gas during the pulsed wave plasma is measured with increments of 1 ms, with
a measurement time per point of 16 min. The cooling down period after 10 ms is measured with
increments of 2 ms and a measurement time of 8 min. The results from these measurements
are shown in figure 6.1. In this figure, the gas temperature is presented with a 95% confidence
interval. The relative uncertainty on the experimental data ranges from 1 – 3%. The Raman
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Table 6.1: Reference measurement results. The initial temperature Ti, the heat transfer coefficient
h, and the efficiency of heat generation ηheat result from the fitting of the model on the experimental
data as described in section 5. The concentration of CO resulted from measurements with the FTIR
spectrometer, the dissociation efficiency ηheat is calculated using equation (4.7).

Ti (K) h (Wm−1K−1) ηheat rCO (ppm) ηdiss

reference 345 ± 2 69 ± 19 0.54 ± 0.05 (2.6 ± 0.1)·103 0.05
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Figure 6.1: Gas temperature evolution during a pulsed wave plasma in the reference measurement. The
plasma pulse was applied during the first 10 ms. The temperatures resulted from measurements with the
Raman spectrometer. The blue line indicates the fitted result of the thermal model on the experimental
data.

spectrum belonging to the data point at t =14 ms is taken as an example for the Raman data
analysis shown in figure 4.2a.

The thermal model, as described in Chapter 5, is fitted on the experimentally determined tem-
peratures. The result from the thermal model is shown in figure 6.1, the fit results are listed in
table 6.1.

The fit results in a Ti of 345 K, which means that the reactor itself is heated at a stable level
during the experiment. ηheat is fitted to be 0.54 ± 0.05. The energy fraction used for dissociation
of CO2 to CO is 0.05, which is comparable to similar experiments performed earlier [6]. Since
energy attributions are not clear, 35 – 40% of the energy consumed is unaccounted for. Section
6.5 contains an elaborate discussion of this discrepancy.

6.2. Gas flow cooling

The effect of the gas flow rate on the gas temperature evolution is studied. The thermal model
neglects convective heat transfer by the flowing gas, therefore the mass flow rate is varied to
study this assumption. Furthermore, earlier experiments on continuous wave plasmas found an
insignificant effect on the equilibrium temperature [10].

The mass flow rate of CO2 has been halved and doubled in comparison with the reference
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Table 6.2: Gas flow cooling results. The 700 sccm measurement is the reference measurement. The
* represents the fit excluding the two possible outliers indicated in figure 6.2. The initial temperature
Ti, the heat transfer coefficient h, and the efficiency of heat generation ηheat result from the fitting of
the model on the experimental data as described in section 5. The concentration of CO resulted from
measurements with the FTIR spectrometer, the dissociation efficiency ηheat is calculated using equation
(4.7).

Φ0 (sccm) Ti (K) h (Wm−1K−1) ηheat rCO (ppm) ηdiss

350 343 ± 5 67 ± 33 0.60 ± 0.11 (4.7 ± 0.2)·103 0.05
700 345 ± 2 69 ± 19 0.54 ± 0.05 (2.6 ± 0.1)·103 0.05
1400 318 ± 6 10 ± 30 0.62 ± 0.12 (11.3 ± 0.5)·102 0.05
1400* 318 ± 4 55 ± 40 0.72 ± 0.14

measurement at 700 sccm. By varying the mass flow rate, the residence time of the gas inside
the discharge zone is changed. At 1400 sccm, a molecule has been in the discharge zone for an
average of 125 ms before it arrives in the Raman detection volume at the center of the reactor.
This means that the particle has at least been in the discharge zone during one plasma pulse.
A molecule in the 350 sccm measurement resided in the discharge zone for approximately one
second and therefore experienced 10 plasma pulses.

The results for both flow rates are shown in figure 6.2. Including in the figure is another fit
of the thermal model on the experimental data. For this fit the efficiency ηheat and the heat
transfer coefficient h are fixed to the values determined using the reference measurement. As a
result, the initial temperature Ti is the only fit parameter.

The fitted result for the 350 sccm measurement is nearly equal to the reference measurement.
The mean squared error (MSE) for both fits is 1.12, indicating that fitted values on this fit
are just as right as the reference measurement. There is therefore no difference between both
fits.

The fit on the 1400 sccm measurement shows high levels of uncertainty. The fitting algorithm
is having difficulties fitting a correct temperature profile on the measurements, indicated by
the large error on h as listed in table 6.2. The measurement at 40 and 60 ms stand out from
the graph, the measurement are far off relative to the reference measurement. Based on the
reference measurement itself, the fitted line does not fall within the 95% confidence interval of
each measurement. There are only two measurement conducted in the region 20 – 80 ms, two
outliers in this region would have a significant effect on the fitted temperature evolution. These
arguments suggests that the two measured temperatures are outliers, the fit on the results with
these values excluded is also shown in figure 6.2b. The resulting fitted values for h and ηheat fall
within the confidence interval of the values of the reference measurement.

The results in table 6.2 show that the different fit parameters are similar within confidence
intervals. This indicates that the assumption in the thermal model that the convective heat
transfer by the flow gas can be neglected is correct.

On the 1400 sccm measurement, the initial temperature Ti is significantly lower than at 350
and 700 sccm. A possible explanation is that the equilibrium temperature of the whole reactor
is reduced. This effect is confirmed by infrared measurements of the outside reactor wall tem-
perature, the temperature at the 1400 sccm experiment is 5 degrees lower than the 700 sccm
measurement.
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Figure 6.2: Gas temperature evolution on the gas flow cooling experiments. The flow rate for (a) is
Φ = 350 sccm and for (b) Φ = 1400 sccm. The reference line is fitted using fixed values of h and ηheat
from the reference measurement. At (b), an additional fit is shown that excludes possible outliers at
40 ms and 60 ms.

6.3. Pressure dependence

The pressure dependence off the thermal dynamics is studied. Varying the pressure changes the
mean free path of the molecules. As a consequence, the amount of collisions with the wall and
with other molecules changes. Therefore, a higher heat transfer coefficient is expected at lower
pressures. The experiments have been performed at a pressure of 200 mbar, 500 mbar, and
1000 mbar. The power input during the experiments are kept equal for comparison among each
other. The limiting power input of the power supply is 34 W at 200 mbar. This power is used
for the experiments with a higher pressure, although the average power input at 1000 mbar was
slightly higher at 40 W. The results are shown in figure 6.4.

The result of the 200 mbar measurement stands out due to the high temperature reached and
the fast decline after the plasma pulse. The low pressure alters the residence time of the gas
significantly compared to the 1000 mbar experiments. The residence time at 200 mbar is 100 ms.
As a consequence, a molecule in the reactor that enters the Raman detection volume has been in
the reactor during at most one plasma pulse. An illustration of the significance of the residence
time is shown in figure 6.3. From t = 0 to t = 50 ms, the molecule in the detection volume has
experienced the full plasma pulse. Between t = 50 and t = 60 ms, a molecule in the detection
volume entered the reactor during a plasma pulse. After t = 60 ms, the measured temperature
is of gas that has not been exposed to a plasma pulse before.

The data in figure 6.4a shows that the gas temperature quickly declines after the plasma pulse.
At t = 20 ms, the temperature is already at the initial temperature Ti. Based on the residence
time, the molecule measured has been in the discharge zone during a plasma pulse and has cooled
down according to the thermal model and is not a ‘fresh’ molecule arriving in the reactor. The
heat transfer coefficient h seems to be equal to the reference measurement. The efficiency ηheat

is high at 1.1, although this value has a high uncertainty of 0.4. The reference measurement
shown in the figure shows the same cooling down pattern due to the similar value for h, but is
not explaining the large temperature increase during the plasma pulse which is highly dependent
on ηheat. The Raman spectrum belonging to the data point at 10 ms is taken as an example for
the Raman data analysis shown in figure 4.2b.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic interpretation of the residence time 100 ms. Boundary layer phenomena are
neglected in this interpretation. The residence time is 100 ms in the case of a 200 mbar measurement
with a mass flow rate of 700 sccm. The reactor is indicated by the rectangle, the gas flows to the right.
The pulsed wave plasma is applied in the first 10 ms, the Raman measurement takes place in the center of
the reactor. A simplified view of the gas flow through the reactor is shown. From t = 0 to t = 50 ms, the
temperature measured with Raman spectroscopy is on gas that is in the reactor during the full plasma
pulse. Between t = 50 and t = 60 ms, the temperature is measured of gas that was entering the reactor
during the plasma pulse. After t = 60 ms, the temperature measured is of gas that has not been in the
reactor during a plasma pulse.

Table 6.3: Pressure dependence results. The initial temperature Ti, the heat transfer coefficient h, and
the efficiency of heat generation ηheat result from the fitting of the model on the experimental data as
described in section 5. The concentration of CO resulted from measurements with the FTIR spectrometer,
the dissociation efficiency ηheat is calculated using equation (4.7).

p (mbar) Ti (K) h (Wm−1K−1) ηheat rCO (ppm) ηdiss

200 310 ± 10 65 ± 33 1.1 ± 0.44 (13.5 ± 0.5)·102 0.06
500 311 ± 8 26 ± 27 0.24 ± 0.05 (15.0 ± 0.6)·102 0.06
1000 321 ± 7 23 ± 102 0.40 ± 0.28 (13.5 ± 0.5)·102 0.06

The 1000 mbar measurement is similar to the reference measurement, but with a lower power
input into the plasma. As a result, the total temperature increase is relatively low resulting in
relatively large temperature uncertainties. The fitted values are within confidence interval of
the reference measurement. Therefore it is concluded that the change of power input does not
give a different behavior in comparison with the reference measurement.

The heat transfer coefficient seems not to vary at 200 mbar and 1000 mbar with respect to the
reference measurement while h at 500 mbar seems to be lower. The relation of the pressure with
the heat transfer coefficient is not clear, additional experiments are needed to draw conclusions
on this relation.

The initial temperature Ti is equal in the case of 200 and 500 mbar, but is slightly higher than
the confidence bounds at 1000 mbar. A possible reason is the higher power input of 40 W at
this experiment in comparison with the 34 W at the lower pressures, this would also correspond
to the reference measurement that has an even higher temperature of 345 K at a power input
of 70 W.
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Figure 6.4: Gas temperature evolution on the pressure dependence series. The pressure in (a) is 200
mbar, (b) 500 mbar and (c) 1000 mbar. Error-bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals.
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6.4. Pulse length

The maximum temperature reached in a pulsed plasma can be tuned by varying the plasma
pulse length while maintaining the same average power input. A lower temperature is expected
when a power input is applied for a short amount of time. A pulse length of 5 ms is compared to
the reference measurement of 10 ms to view the influence on the thermal dynamics. The plasma
off time is also halved to 45 ms in order to operate the same power input over time. The power
input is set at 70 W, similar tot the reference measurement. The result of the measurement is
shown in 6.5.

As expected, it can be seen that the maximum temperature reached is lower when using a shorter
pulse length. However, the fitting procedure is showing difficulty providing a good result for the
experimental data as seen by the high uncertainty level on the heat transfer coefficient, listed
in table 6.4. It can be seen that there is no significant difference between the fit on the data
and the reference measurement, confirmed by the similar mean squared error on both fits of
1.9.

Concluding, no significant difference in the thermal dynamics could be observed between a pulse
length of 5 ms and 10 ms. The maximum temperature is lower than at the 10 ms measurement,
correctly calculated by the thermal model.

Table 6.4: Plasma pulse length results. The 10 – 90 ms measurement indicates the reference measure-
ment. The initial temperature Ti, the heat transfer coefficient h, and the efficiency of heat generation
ηheat result from the fitting of the model on the experimental data as described in section 5. The concen-
tration of CO resulted from measurements with the FTIR spectrometer, the dissociation efficiency ηheat
is calculated using equation (4.7).

ton – toff (ms) Ti (K) h (Wm−1K−1) ηheat rCO (ppm) ηdiss

10 – 90 345 ± 2 69 ± 19 0.54 ± 0.05 (2.6 ± 0.1)·103 0.05
5 – 45 346 ± 4 24 ± 72 0.55 ± 0.13 (2.5 ± 0.1)·103 0.05
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Figure 6.5: Gas temperature measured in a pulsed wave plasma with a pulse length of 5 ms. The
plasma off time is set to 45 ms. The thermal model is fit on the experimental data, depicted by the blue
line. The red line shows the fit with h and ηheat fixed on the values of the reference measurement.

6.5. Discussion on thermal dynamics

The energy ratio that is used for heating the gas is, according to fit results from reference
measurement, 0.54 ± 0.05. The ratio of energy used for CO2 dissociation to CO is in the order
of 0.05. Combining these numbers result in a deficit of 35 – 40% of the energy. In this section,
explanations for this energy deficit are explored.

The Raman measurement took place in the center of the reactor, while a zero-dimensional is
used. Non-uniformity of the temperature profile along the gap can influence the outcome of the
fitted values for h and ηheat significantly. The temperature profile along the gap can be measured
by varying the height of the reactor. The resolution of the temperature can be estimated using
the FWHM of the laser spot. The gap size is 3 mm, therefore there are 10 measurements possible
along the gap based on a typical FWHM of ∼300 µm.

Temperature variation along reactor length can also lead to different outcomes of the fitted
values of the thermal dynamics. This possibility is illustrated in figure 6.6, the temperature
of the outside wall temperature is not uniformly distributed. However, this does not mean
that the gas temperature along the reactor length is non-uniform. On top of the dielectric
are electrodes and the silicon glue, the temperature of the glue is measured using the infrared
camera. This effect cannot be measured with Raman scattering in this reactor Another reactor
type with additional optical windows would be needed to test this variation along the reactor
length.

Heating of the dielectric by other mechanisms than conduction by the gas is not taking into
account in ηheat. Literature lists dielectric losses as a possibility [57] which can be measured by
applying a voltage pulse on the reactor without inducing a plasma. The potential heating of the
reactor can be measured by the infrared camera.

The validity of the heat transfer coefficient can be tested by using a different reactor that has
a different cooling instead of forced convection by a fan. The amount of heat transfer can then
be characterized, for example by using a model for a heat exchanger [56].
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Figure 6.6: Infrared image of the reactor during an experiment in the pressure dependent series. The
temperature does not seem to be uniformly distributed along the reactor length.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions & Suggestions

This chapter contains an itemized list of conclusions drawn in this study. Furthermore, sugges-
tions for future research are discussed.

7.1. Conclusions

Experimental setup

� The first version of the Raman spectrometer has been extended to be able to to perform
time-resolved measurements in a pulsed wave plasma. Sub-AC cycle time-resolution is
achieved by triggering of the laser at the first rising edge of the voltage pulse.

� A key element of the experimental setup is the volume Bragg grating (VBG). The VBG
removes Rayleigh scattering and stray light of up to four orders of magnitude. The full
width of half maximum is 0.20 nm ≡ 7.0 cm−1 and a transmittance outside this region of
76%. Collimation of the scattered signal is an important condition for the grating to work
due to its small angular acceptance.

� The measurement time for a Raman measurement was decreased within practical limits
compared to the first version of the Raman spectrometer. The use of a round-to-linear
fiber and a pinhole with a larger diameter as before increase the amount of scattered light
collected by the spectrometer with a factor of 30. The measurement time to determine
the temperature accuracy within a range of 1 – 3% at a confidence interval of 95% is eight
minutes.

Temperature measurements

� The gas temperature during and after a pulsed wave plasma has been measured using
rotational Raman spectroscopy. The temperature rises due to collective heat dissipation
in plasma filaments. Heat losses are presumably by conduction to the reactor walls.

� A zero-dimensional thermal model is developed taking a time-dependent power input and
heat losses due to heat conduction to the reactor walls into account. The thermal model
corresponds well to the experimental determined temperature evolution.

� An experiment under reference conditions is performed at 1000 mbar and 700 sccm of CO2

flow. Succeeding measurements involve a change in one of the experimental conditions
set. The fraction of energy used for heating of the gas in the reactor is fitted to be
54±5%. Combining with the determined dissociation efficiency, 35% – 40% of the energy
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is unaccounted for. Possible explanations of this deficit are e.g. temperature variations
along the gap and dielectric heating.

� The influence of the pressure to the thermal dynamics is studied by experiments at
200 mbar, 500 mbar and 1000 mbar. The heat transfer coefficient at 500 mbar is lower,
and the heating efficiency is larger than the reference measurement while the rest of the
parameters are consistent with the reference measurement. There is no clear trend found
on the influence of the pressure on the heating efficiency and the heat transfer coefficient,
additional measurements are necessary before conclusions can be drawn.

� Earlier experiments showed no significant influence of the gas flow on the equilibrium
temperature in a continuous wave plasma. Therefore, it is assumed that gas flow cooling
is insignificant in the thermal model. Measurements showed that the gas flow has no
influence on the thermal dynamics in a pulsed wave plasma.

� Varying the plasma pulse length can be used to tune the maximum gas temperature reached
while maintaing the same average power input. The influence of the plasma pulse length
on the thermal dynamics have been studied by comparing measurements at a 5 ms and
10 ms plasma pulse. Both experiments show the same thermal dynamics confirmed by the
thermal model, hence no significant difference is found between the two pulse lengths.

� Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy is used to determine the concentration of CO
produced after plasma treatment of CO2. The dissociation efficiency can be determined
using the measured power input and the concentration of CO. The dissociation efficiency
is found to be circa 5%, independent of experimental conditions as used in this study. This
corresponds to earlier performed experiments under similar experimental conditions.

7.2. Suggestions

Research suggestions

� The laser spot is deviating from the optimal position in time, this deviation is adjusted
manually using a laser monitor that tracks the position of the laser spot in time. Absolute
Raman spectroscopy can provided information on the pressure. However, for this the
scattered intensity needs to be constant. This can be solved by using a motorized mirror
in combination with the laser monitor that keeps the laser spot on the optimal position.

� The assumption of the uniformity of the gas temperature can be verified by measuring the
gas temperature along the gap of the reactor. This can be done by changing the height
of the reactor. Based on the FWHM of 300 µm of the laser in the focal point, the gas
temperature in the reactor can be determined in ten positions along the height of the gap.

� The heat transfer coefficient as found by the fit of the thermal model cannot be estimated
due to the complex concept of forced convection in fluid dynamic modeling. The heat
transfer coefficient could be determined by using another type of reactor with active fluid
cooling. The temperature change in the fluid can then be linked to the heat transfer
coefficient.

� Additional measurements at different pressures are needed to draw conclusions on the
influence of the pressure to the heat transfer coefficient and the heating efficiency.
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List of symbols

Table A: Alphabetically ordered list of the symbols, including names and units, as used in this report.

Symbol Name Unit

A [1]: Absorbance -
[2]: Area of reactor wall m2

B Rotational constant m−1

bJ→J ′ Placzek-Teller coefficient -
C Setup dependent scattering intensity constant W m sr
Cp Specific heat capacity J kg−1 K−1

Creactor Capacitance of reactor F
CT Capacitance of transformer F
CQ Capacitance of charge capacitor F
c Speed of light m s−1

D Centrifugal distortion constant m−1

d Gap distance m
df Laser diameter at focal point m
~E External electrical field vector V m−1

EJ Energy of (initial) rotational state J J
EJ ′ Energy of final rotational state J ′ J
Ep Laser pulse energy J
Espec Specific energy J L−1

Espec, m Specific energy per molecule eV molecule−1

g Degeneracy of rotational state J -
gJ Nuclear spin degeneracy -
gR Rotational state degeneracy -

h [1]: Planck’s constant m2 kg s−1

[2]: Heat transfer coefficient W m−1 K−1

I Nuclear spin quantum number -
I0 Moment of inertia of vibrational ground state kg m2

Ibd Breakdown intensity threshold W m−2

If Laser intensity at focal point W m−2

Ii Initial (laser) intensity W m−2

IL (Laser) intensity at end of medium L W m−2

J Rotational quantum number -
k Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1

kB Boltzmann constant m2 kg s−2 K−1

L Length of detection volume m
LT Inductance of transformer H
mCO2 Mass CO2 molecule kg

Continued on next page.
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Table A – Continued from previous page.

Symbol Name Unit

mdz Mass of CO2 gas in the discharge zone kg
N Number of acquisitions -
n Particle density m−3

nJ Density of molecules in state J m−3

P Power W
~P Electric dipole moment C m
PJ→J ′ Rotational Raman peak scattering power W
Pl Incident laser power W
Pλ Wavelength dependent scattering power W m−1

p Pressure Pa
p0 Standardized pressure Pa
pg Pressure of gas Pa

Q [1]: Partition sum -
[2]: Charge C

Q̇ Rate of heat transfer W
rCO Molecular fraction of CO -
Sλ Normalized spectral broadening factor -
T Temperature K
T0 Standardized temperature K
Ti Initial temperature K
Tf Final temperature K
Tg (Translational) gas temperature K
Trot Rotational temperature K
Twall Temperature of outside reactor wall K
t Time s
U Energy J
Uappl Applied voltage on DBD V
UQ Voltage over charge capacitance V
Vreactor Volume of reactor m3

Zrot Rotational collision number -
α Thermal diffusivity m2 s−1

α Polarizability tensor C m2 V−1

αii Element of polarizability tensor C m2 V−1

α′ii Derivative of element of polarizability tensor C m V−1

γ Polarizability anisotropy C m2 V−1

∆E Energy difference between two states J
∆H Dissociation enthalpy of CO2 eV molecule−1

∆J Rotational quantum number difference between two states -
∆ν̃ Energy difference between two photons m−1

∆ν̃col FWHM of Lorentzian pressure broadening profile m−1

∆ν̃J→J ′,D FWHM of Gaussian Doppler profile m−1

∆Ω Solid detection angle sr
δ Penetration depth m
∂σ
∂Ω Differential scattering cross-section m2 sr−1

∂σJ→J′
∂Ω Differential rotational Raman scattering cross-section m2 sr−1

ε emissivity -
ε0 Vacuum permittivity F m−1

Continued on next page.
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Table A – Continued from previous page.

Symbol Name Unit

ηdiss Power fraction used for dissociation -
ηheat Power fraction used for heating of the gas -
λ Wavelength m
λL Incident laser wavelength m
µ Viscosity Pa s
νn Vibrational state number -
νcol Collision frequency s−1

ν̃ Photon energy m−1

ν̃f Energy of emitted photon m−1

ν̃i Energy of incoming photon m−1

ν̃J→J ′ Energy of Raman shifted photon m−1

ρ Density kg m−3

σ [1]: Standard deviation Various
[2]: Stefan-Boltzmann constant W m−1 K−4

σe Extinction cross-section m2

σw Standard error of the mean Various
τ Time constant s
τres Residence time s
τp Laser pulse length s
τrot Rotational relaxation time s
Φ Rotational Raman scaling function C2 m4 V−2

Φ0 Standardized flow rate slm
ΦN Molecular flow rate molecules s−1

ω Wavenumber of harmonic vibrational frequency m−1
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Appendix A

Experimental data

Table A.1: Validation data on the concentration of CO at 500 mbar. The concentration of CO rCO,mfc

is determined from the ratio of CO and air flow applied, a 95% confidence interval results from the
uncertainty in the mass flow controllers. rCO,FTIR is a fitted result on a spectrum obtained with the
FTIR spectrometer.

no. rCO,mfc (ppm) rCO,FTIR (ppm)

1 67449 ± 1952 63734
2 61117 ± 1775 57643
3 54697 ± 1595 51493
4 41592 ± 1225 38992
5 28118 ± 839 26268
6 14259 ± 439 13395
7 3603 ± 139 3436
8 7181 ± 236 6774
9 10733 ± 337 10161

Table A.2: Validation data on the concentration of CO at 1000 mbar. The concentration of CO rCO,mfc

is determined from the ratio of CO and air flow applied, a 95% confidence interval results from the
uncertainty in the mass flow controllers. rCO,FTIR is a fitted result on a spectrum obtained with the
FTIR spectrometer.

no. rCO,mfc (ppm) rCO,FTIR (ppm)

1 3603 ± 151 3600
2 1444 ± 151 1452
3 7181 ± 151 7145
4 10733 ± 151 10678
5 14259 ± 151 14150
6 5753 ± 151 5750
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Appendix B

Thermal model

Constants

Table B.1: The density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity for CO2 stated for several used exper-
imental conditions [58].

T (K) P (kPa) ρ (kgm−3) Cp (JK−1 mol−1) k (Wm−1 K−1)

300 20 0.3532 37.3 0.0168
300 50 0.8843 37.4 0.0168
300 100 1.773 37.5 0.0168

Table B.2: Parameters used in the thermal model.

Parameter Description Value

A Reactor wall area 0.424 m2

V Volume of the reactor 5.88 10−6 m3
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Matlab® script of the thermal model

Algorithm B.1: Thermal model script used for fitting with a least-square algorithm in Matlab®.

function T = thermalModel(par,xdata,fixed) % Function generating thermal model

Ti = par(1); % Initial temperature
h = par(2); % Heat transfer coefficient
eta = par(3); % Efficiency of heat generation
P0 = fixed(1); % P0 and P1 result from ...
P1 = fixed(2); % fit on the power input
CO2mass = fixed(3); % Total CO2 mass in discharge zone
CO2heatcap = fixed(4); % Heat capacity of CO2
reactorArea = fixed(5); % Reactor area
pulseLength = fixed(7); % Plasma pulse length
offLength = fixed(8); % Plasma off length
heatcapConstants = CO2mass*CO2heatcap; % Heat capacity times total mass
gamma = h*reactorArea; % Heat transfer coefficient times area

numDat = numel(xdata);
T = zeros(1,numDat);

% Temperature during plamsa pulse:
T1=@(t)Ti+(eta*P0)/(gamma-P1*heatcapConstants) ...

*(exp(-P1*t)-exp(-t*gamma/heatcapConstants));

% Temperature during cooling time:
T2=@(t)Ti-(eta*P0)/(gamma-P1*heatcapConstants)*(exp(-pulseLength*P1) ...

-exp(-pulseLength*gamma/heatcapConstants))/(exp(offLength*gamma/heatcapConstants)-1) ...
+(eta*P0)/(gamma-P1*heatcapConstants)*(exp(-pulseLength*P1)- ...
exp(-pulseLength*gamma/heatcapConstants)) * ...
(exp(offLength*gamma/heatcapConstants)/(exp(offLength*gamma/heatcapConstants)-1))* ...
exp(-(t-pulseLength)*gamma/heatcapConstants);

for d=1:numDat
if xdata(d)<pulseLength

T(d)=T1(xdata(d));
else

T(d)=T2(xdata(d));
end

end

end
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